
SKC Winter Sport Results for 28th July 2018

Basketball

Team Coach Opponent Result Score Best Players & Top 
Scorers Comments

1sts J.Sheridan W.Giddey Carey Grammar W 69 to 59

MVP: Josh Giddey, 
Dan Owies and Mike 
Reid Points: Josh 
Giddey (29), Dan Owies 
(17) and Dan McGuirk 
(10)

This match was a thrill to watch from the beginning to the end. The opposition was undefeated and 
we had to win to keep our premiership chance alive. We settled quickly in the first quarter sticking 
to our planned attack and strong defence going into the break 2 points ahead. Our second quarter 
set us up for a dominant effort and put fear into the oposition as we doubled their score in this 
period. Carey showed why they  have been undefeated coming back in the 3rd quarter to score 18 
points to to our 11. After all our hard work, we went into the final quarter only 6 points in front - the 
way Carey had started to shoot, that was just a buffer of 2 three point shots! The final quarter was 
the two best APS teams battling it out for the win. The lead see-sawed but SKC took control and 
came out deserving victors as the better team in the game. Acknowledgement must be made to 
Josh Giddey who individually scored 29  points and backed that up with 19 rebounds and 4 
assists. All players needed to play their best get us over the line in this epic battle.

2nds L.Linehan J.Bianco Wesley College W 30 to 28

MVP: Thomas Slupecki, 
Daniel O'Gorman and 
Damian Redenbach. 
Points: Thomas 
Slupecki 9, Daniel 
O'Gorman 8.

The match pace was quite slow to begin with as each team seemed to struggle to find real 
momemtum. Our guards defended well although we squandered an early small lead to finish the 
first half 3 points behind. This continued into the second half as a lack of tight passes saw us with 
a 6 point deficit with 3 minutes to go. A timelyTime Out gave our coach Jake the opportunity to 
send a strong and tactical message to the team then the true magic began. A nail-biting final 
couple of minutes saw us rise in finesse and skill as the opposition looked on in shock. We quickly 
put on 6 points to level the score then made the last vital 2-point shot with only seconds to spare to 
come out victorious - it was magical! Well done to the team and to Jake as Coach.

3rds Blue J.Gunaratnam W.Vanderslik SKC Green D 37 to 37
Best Players: Lester Lo, 
Paul Stamalatos, 
Charlie Stoner

The 3rds blue came out with a signature slow start against the Greens, struggling to score. Key 
drives from Paul S and solid shooting from Lester L and Tim M meant the game stayed in 
contention right up until the final buzzer, with the team running out of team to get the go ahead 
bucket

3rds Green J.Gunaratnam W.Vanderslik SKC Blue D 37 to 37
Best Players: Michael 
Simkiss, Brayden 
Kenny, Ethan Clark

Strong start to the first half, however poor decision making leading to turnovers saw the 3rds blue 
take a minor lead into half time. Communication on the defensive side and team orientated offense 
saw the 3rds green fight back and close the gap to end in a draw.  

4ths Blue P.Mitchell T.Mitchell WC Glen Waverley W 35 to 21

Best Players: Fintan 
Evans, Will Wright, 
Connor McDade. 
Points:Fintan Evans 11, 
Will Wright 14, 
OliverConwell 4

The boys had a good win beating a talented Wesley side in most aspects of the game. Hard 
running in both offence and defence was again a stand out feature of the team and this made up 
for the occasionally sloppy play.

4ths Green P.Mitchell T.Mitchell CY Gold W 36 to 13

Best Players: Charlie 
Williams, Harrison 
Gaunt, Alex Bedier. 
Points:Charlie Williams 
10, Harrison Gaunt 9, 
Luca Simpfendorfer 8

A fine game of basketball controlled by St. Kevin's from the opening tip. Defensive presure in the 
fron court meant that Carey struggled to ever get set in offence. This in combination with excellent 
rebounding resulted in a good win.

5ths Blue N.Leahy J.Walton WC Prahan W 42 to 14

Best Players: Zachary 
Simonsz, James 
Heenatimulla, WIlliam 
Heanue. Points: J 
Heenatimulla 13, H 
Livens 9, Z Simonsz 8,  
W Heanue 6, J Naqash 
4, L COrtez 2

The boys really put it together for an exciting finish, taking care not to pass through or near their 
opponents, driving through them instead and jumping for all rebounds. Goal shooting was mostly 
accurate. Well played boys.

5ths Green N.Leahy J.Walton MGS White W 55 to 34

Best Players: Toby 
Smith, Marcus 
Neasmith, Xavier 
Shanley

A poor start by the boys due to lack of defensive rebounds nad weak transition defence lead to 
only a 1 point lead at the halftime break. However, a solid press in the second half lead to SKC 
easilty winning the game.



6ths Blue J.Slattery F.Tomaras SC Red W 44 to 23 

Will Carter, 
Alextranacek, Adam 
Pancella, Dean 
Raffaele

Determined to build on the success of the previous week the Blue Boomers began the game 
strongly. They were keen to post their colours to the mast and did just that. Will Carter played his 
match of the season with very strong defensive moves, gainning possession time and again and 
getting the ball to our end. Alex Tranacek was again in fine form scoring well inside the key. It was 
a game of intense defense and relentless offense that got the boys over the line. An excellent 
effort to the whole team. 

6ths Green J.Slattery F.Tomaras XC Red L 14 to 48

Best Players: Jordan 
Moran (10 points), 
Simon Cosgrave, Anton 
Surace Mifsud (4 
points)

A disappointing game by the boys, seeming flat and out of sorts. A fast Xavier outfit proved hard to 
combat, with constant baskets being scored against SKC, making their lead seem unstoppable. 
The second half began to look promising, but in the end the boys couldn’t surpass their Xavier 
opponents. 

10A M.Conti Brighton GS W 58 to 30 Best Players: Lloyd Quinn, James Mason. Pat Marshall Points: L Quinn 19, J Mason 11After a long winter break the 10A's were conscious of not having played for over 5 weeks. The long lay-off and BGS well structured and executed play kept the contest close going in at half time with SKC narrowly ahead with the score 25 to 20. We were well lead by Pat Marshall hitting two big threes as BGS sat back in a tight zone. The start of the second half so the game finish as a contest. SKC put there foot on the gas and a complete team performance of tight, aggressive defense and well executed offense saw SKC not challenged outscoring their opponents 33 to 10 for a great win.

10B Blue M.Conti B.Byrnes Haileybury W 48 to 21

Best Players Daniel 
McCarthy, Alex 
Capuano, & Jack 
Casey

What a strong performance from the 10B Blue team in their penultimate game. The contrast from 
the start of the season was clearly evident as SKC executed strongly in offense and allowed no 
easy points the other way. A huge game from the man in the middle D McCarthy with 18 points 
and just as many rebounds but he was well supported by all his teammates with everyone scoring 
points in the match and contributing.

10B Green M.Duke L.Devine Brighton GS W 62 to 24

10C Blue M.Duke L.Devine Carey Grammar W 80 to 10 Best Players Team 
effort

The boys got off to a flying start, teamed very well and were well ahead at half time. They 
continued their fine team work in the second half to record a comfortable win. Well done to all.

10C Green H.Lee N.O'Bryan BGS Blue W 56 to 18
Best: Sam Small (14p), 
Oscar Murphy (14p), 
Louis Timlock (8p)

Blitzing defense and unselfish ball movement saw SKC race out of the blocks. Sam Small and 
Oscar Murphy lead the early charge, forcing turnovers and then unselfishly finding the open man. 
SKC let their foot off the gas in the second half but still applied pressure and built their lead more. 
The boys struggled to find the range however Flyn Lohan attacked the basket for a few easy 
baskets. In the end, St Kevin’s was too polished for their Brighton Grammar opposition, winning on 
a score of 56-18.

10C Gold H.Lee N.O'Bryan CGS W.Hill W 23 to 22
Best Players: Harrison 
Leeds (11p), William 
Cameron (8p)

The team recorded their most exciting win of the season against a disciplined and determined 
CGS outfit. With two injuries occuring during the match, an undermanned squad was required to 
dig deep and answered the adversity admirably with a gutsy one-point win. Patient offence and 
resolute defending resulted in a 16-10 advantage at half time. As the lead was slowly eroded 
througout the second half, the game came to a head with under a minute left and SKC having 
possession. As CGS called time out, the boys were determined to maintain possession and not 
give the game away by taking unnecessary shots. Despite heavy pressure on the ball-handlers, 
the team was able to close out a thrilling victory.

9A M.Hewitt Bye Bye No Fixture
9B Blue M.Hewitt Bye Bye No Fixture

9B Green N.O'Brien Z.Jensen Bye Bye No Fixture
9C Blue N.O'Brien Z.Jensen Bye Bye No Fixture

9C Green C.Henderson K.Huang Bye Bye No Fixture

9C Gold C.Henderson K.Huang Bye Bye No Fixture
8A S.Rankin Bye Bye No Fixture

8B Blue S.Rankin CGS W.Hill W 38 to 22

Best Players: Liam 
Hepburn (10 pts), Max 
Timlock (8 pts), Patrick 
Millington (8 pts)

The boys had their work cut out for them guarding a very talented player on the opposition, but 
with great helping team defense; he made little impact to the game. The full court press created 
several trunovers in the first half to give the boys a 15 point lead at half time. In the second half 
everyone on the team scored and SKC came away with an easy win.

8B Green T.Kuiper C.Lo Bye Bye No Fixture
8C T.Kuiper C.Lo MGS Blue W 24 to 19

7A G.Raymond Carey Grammar L 24 to 32

Best Players: Sam 
Crack, Toby Hickey, 
Luke Dimopoulos. 
Points: Sam Crack 7, 
Toby Hickey 7, Luke 
Dimopoulos 5.

The team were a little tentative at times pulling up short on the attack. Poor shot selection and a 
low conversion rate didn't help our chances but this is to take nothing away from our opposition in 
Carey who simply out played us on the day.

7B Blue G.Raymond Brighton GS W 39 to 13

Best Players: Jack 
Poletti, Max Rafaniello, 
Ricky Polidori. Points: 
Max Rafaniello 14, 
Luke McKenzie 8, Ricky 
Polidori 6. 

The team's intensity was low at the beginning; however, as the match progressed both the 
offensive and defensive efforts were really first rate. Terrific ball movement was a highlight with 
players looking to give off an outlet pass quickly to create transition play. A fine team effort.



7B Green L.Miller Z.Kourambas WC Glen Waverley W 27 to 11

Best: Philip Kaliny, 
Hugo Williams, Thomas 
Caulfield
Points: Hugo Williams 
(10)

The SKC boys started slowly and missed easy scoring opportunites early. Philip Kaliny displayed 
excellent athleticism stopping several Wesley scoring opportunities single handedly - even when 
outnumbered. About 10 minutes into the first half the SKC boys began to play their game: 
transitioning quickly from a strong defensive zone to an aggressive offence. Hugo Williams 
consistent offensive rebounding was easily converted into quick baskets. The boys continued their 
momentum in the 2nd half to win comfortably.

7C L.Miller Z.Kourambas Haileybury W 31 to 30
Best: Josh Vendy, 
Matteo Di Thomasis, 
Thomas Garlick

The team had one of their most exciting and daring wins of the season, as the boys rallied from 10 
points behind in the last 8 minutes of the game to come from behind a steal a win from our 
Haileybury opponents. The team never looked outmatched as they fought bucket for bucket in the 
first half, before a lapse in concentration saw the lead start to slip away. The team was able to 
refocus however, and played some of their best basketball of the seaon to come from behind a 
score a gamewinner with under 10 seconds left on the clock, courtesy of Matteo. Special mention 
must go to Josh Vendy for his hot shooting in the first half, and Thomas Garlick for stepping up 
under pressure and bringing the boys back into the game.

7D Y. Fu WC Prahan W 24 to 6
Best: Oliver Muleta, 
Johnny Ralphsmith, Hy 
Pham

Cross Country

Team Coach Opponent Result Score Best Performers Comments

Seniors S.Fabris J.Weeks N.O'Brien B.McCann HY & GGS L 49 to 41 to DNF W.Lewis, M.Hussey, H.
Bowen

A tough but valliant loss for the senior team at a hilly Norton's Park Course. The team was 
depleted due to illness and RICE camp which left out sixth runner exposed and allowed Haileybury 
to run in a number of runners between our fith and sixth. W.Lewis again led from the front with an 
inspiring third lap whilst M.Hussey ran courageously after missing an extended period of time with 
a virus. It is now on the group to regroup and turn focus to round six at Yarra Bend against Xavier 
with the chance for a Premiership still alive and well.

Juniors S.Fabris J.Weeks N.O'Brien B.McCann All APS
Y.Yongdeng, O.
Hartney, J.Cornwell, B.
Martin

A hilly two-lap race around Nortons Park in Wantirna South saw a number of quality performances 
from our junior and intermediate runners. In the junior division, J.Cornwell and B.Martin both 
crossed the line in the top 10 whilst Y.Yongdeng and O.Hartney achieved the same result in the 
intermediate division. With one more race to go at Yarra Bend on Saturday the team will have one 
more opportunity to display the fitness and skills they have acquired over the course of a very long 
Cross Country season.

Football

Team Coach Opponent Result Score Best Players & Goal 
Scorers Comments

1sts P O'Brien L.Ritchie S.Schottner S.Powell Caulfield GS L 7-3-45 to 12-14-86

GOALS: 3 Angus 
Hanrahan, 1 each Liam 
Witts, James 
Rowbottom, Anthony 
Seaton, Jack Andriske 
BEST: Rowbottom, 
Presutto and Romero

The 1st XVIII were outworked and outclassed by Caulfield Grammar on thier home ground in 
Wheeler's Hill. SKC started well with good clean footy and passing, opening up Caulfield's zone. 4 
goals in the first quarter meant SKC had a lead of 2 points at quarter time. SKC kept in touch with 
Caulfield in the second quarter but were soundly beaten in the second half with Caulfield keeping 
possession of the ball and outmarking and out playing an uncharacteristically quiet SKC. 
Rowbottom, Presutto and Romero tried hard to win back control of the ball with hard, smart play 
but Caulfield were able to kick 6 goals to 2 in the second half beating SKC by 41 points.

2nds T.Guinane S.Hargreaves Caulfield GS L 4-8-32 to 15-8-98

Goals: William Cooper, 
Willliam Darmody, Joe 
Parente, Olivier 
Marangos 1 each Best 
Players:  Murray 
Fahey, William 
Darmody, Tom 
Bufaderci, Olivier 
Marangos, Angus 
Molden, Joe Parente, 
Christian Woolrich, 
Patrick Croagh

The 2nd XVIII started the game well against a very strong Caufield team at Wheeler's Hill. Great 
work in the centre of the ground by Tom Bufaderci and Olivier Marangos saw several scoring 
opportunites created but unfortunately both shots on goal hit the post. Murray Fahey was 
outstanding in defence during the second quarter and kept St Kevin's in touch with Caufield. Under 
very difficult conditions in the second half, the team played some great team football with creative 
handball and hard running. Will Darmody was excellent in the forward line. The team, although 
beaten, should be very proud of their perserverance and discipline as they battled out the game to 
the end. 

3rds A.Moeller Haileybury L 4-4-28 to 5-13-43

GOALS: Wally Christie 
2, Angus Gorman, 
Benjamin Field-Pimm 
BEST: Matthew Lee, 
Julian Chaffey, 
Benjamin Field-Pim, 
Wally Christie, 
Benjamin McCabe

St Kevin's poor start to the game saw Haileybury kick the first 15 points of the match in the first 5 
minutes of the game. This proved to be the final margin with St Kevin's playing catch up football all 
day. Haileybury's strong midfield and a tall forward line ensured they were able to have many 
shots on goal, fortunately with many going throuhg for a behind. Just 8 points down in the last 
quarter, St Kevin's was unable to bridge the gap despite many pieces of good play giving 
Haileybury a good win.



4ths A. Valladares Wesley College L 6-5-41 to 7- 12-54

Goals: Joshua WIlson 
2; Harvey Daffern, Rory 
Buggle, Louis Noonan. 
Best Players: Daniel 
Durham, Joshua 
Wilson, Charles 
McNamara, Thomas 
Gill, Louis Noonan.

A tight and physical contest with very little between the two sides. At times Wesley threatened to 
run away with the game but we showed resilience to stay close. To their credit, Wesley were 
slightly cleaner and more accurate by foot, leading to more chances on goal.

5ths Blue T.Swann J.Doyle Haileybury W 9-5-59 to 4-11-35

Best: Sheehan, Griggs, 
Wallace, Martin, 
Magrath. Goals: Martin 
3, Kennedy, Griggs, 
Tomlinson, Raszka, 
Cox, Sheehan.

The 5th blues had perfect conditions at home on Oval One against an undermanned Haileybury 
team. The first quarter was a tightly fought contest with the boys kicking away to a 19 point lead. 
The momentum changed in the second as Haileybury locked the ball in their forward half. At half 
time the boys were up by 2pts and it was clear we needed more pressure around the contest. 
Throughout the third quarter both teams struggled to get shots on goal as the tackle count 
escalated and the pressure took its toll on both teams. With a slim margin leading into the last 
quarter our fitness and home ground advantage proved the difference as St Kevin’s piled on three 
goals to one point to run out 24 point victors.  

5ths Green B.Parkes Carey Grammar W 7-15-57 to 6-4-40

Best: Toby Russell, Ben 
Tesoreiro, Tom Miller, 
Lachie Collopy, Hamish 
Reimers. Goals: Tom 
Miller 3, Nick Walker, 
Josh Ioannou, Tommy 
Parkes, Salmon 
McKenzie 1 each.

Expecting a tough game, the team came out firing with eight scoring shots to Carey's one in the 
first. For our effort we only held a slim leed of 12 points. We were equalled in the second with 
Carey steadying the pace and showing greater skill with their overhead marks. Again in the third, 
we had many scoring shots but were under extreme pressure causing great inaccuracy, only 
scoring one goal from five opportunities. We held a two point lead at three quarter time allowing 
both teams to think they could win. Belief and courage from all players saw us run away with the 
game in the end, absorbing everything Carey threw at us - Great win!

10A A.Rock M.Di Natalie Wesley College L 7-14-56 to 10-9-69

Best: James Hill, Liam 
O'Neill, Samuel 
Rausch, Oliver Phillips,
Noah O'Sullivan, Tom 
Williams, George 
McDonald. Goals: 
Noah O'Sullivan 2, 
James Hill 2, Jesse 
Battistella, Liam O'Neill, 
Luca Mascis

The 10A's took on Wesley College at Prahan early Saturday morning in what was to be a tight 
contest. Wesley cam out strong, booting two early goals and took advantage of their momentum. 
Our midfielders again worked exceptionally hard thanks to some solid ruck work from George 
McDonald and excellent stoppage work from Liam O'neill. James Hill and Samuel Rausch ran hard 
to break the Wesley lines setting up some strong attacks. The SKC boys came out hard in the 3rd 
quarter wth some strong tackling as Noah O'Sullivan kicked a cruicial goal. Tom Williams was 
strong in the air down back and was swumg forward in the second as another marking option, 
competing hard in the air and on the ground. Oliver Phillips played his best game for the season 
and took some solid marks down back. The boys fought gallantly however could not match 
Wesley's clean ball use.

10B S.James Geelong College W 12-17-89 to 0-0-0

Goals: B. Griffin 5, O. 
Williamson 2, B. 
Lammardo, O. Williams, 
J. McLelland, J. Oro, S. 
Gunson Best: E. Boal, 
S. Gunson, B. Griffin, X. 
Rodway, Z. Cikala

The 10B boys enjoyed a comprehensive victory this weekend on our home ground against 
Geelong College.In a dominant and efficient first 15 minutes of football, SKC opened up a 6 goal 
break in the first term. Samuel Gunson, Zachary Cikala and Luke Holroyd worked hard to stifle 
Geelong College's resistance by winning the ball in dispute and halving all other contests. Ben 
Griffin was an immense presence in the forward 50, kicking three first quarter goals and even 
when outnumbered, consistently bringing the ball to ground for our crumbing players to pounce 
upon. While SKC's scoring slowed as GC players flooded the forward line, the boys continued to 
link up well around the ground and hold the ball in our half. Xavier Rodway was prolific on the 
wing, often featuring in chains of possession, while Ethan Boal combined hardness in the contest 
with impressive skill execution for four quarters in his best game for the year. Despite some 
significant positional changes throughout the match, the boys' communication and willingness to 
follow instructions was excellent in our best performance for the season.

10C D.McKinnon Scotch Blue W 17-15-117 to 5-8-38

Best: Joel Littler, Ben 
Thomas, Gabe Lennon, 
Louie Moore, Paddy 
Lee

A wonderful display by the 10Cs was only tempered by the lack of numbers from Scotch, due to 
skiing commitments. Our boys responded to this admirably, with each quarter, three of our players 
pulled on the the Scotch jumper. With the odds stacked in our favour, the boys took every 
opportunity to capitalise, and the centre play from Joel Littler and Gabe Lennon was outstanding. 
The forwards, Ben Thomas (HF) and Louie Moore (FF) were both significant goal scorers and put 
through some impressive shots. Paddy Lee, once again, was indefatigable from Full Back and 
should be commended for his cool head and smart play under pressure. The boys do need to talk 
more and make sure that silly mistakes, such as errant kicking and a lack of shephering, are not 
made again. Overall, a very pleasing result. 

9A H.Stone S.Mount Bye Bye No Fixture
9B J.Perez Bye Bye No Fixture

9C Blue B.Maloney Bye Bye No Fixture
9C Green A.Capiron Bye Bye No Fixture



8A M.Segal A .Scarcella Geelong College W 8-10-58 to 3-5-23

Goals: Robert Larcher 
2, Kobe Cikala, Gus 
Simpfendorfer, Thomas 
Feehan, Henry James, 
Samuel Jones, Hugo 
Terzini. Best: Kobe 
Cikala, Conor Lynch, 
Oliver Gill, Henry 
James, Robert Larcher, 
Liam Gunson, Hugo 
Terzini, Nelson 
Conwell, Gus 
Simpfendorfer, Samuel 
Jones

Keen to make amends for a rare loss the previous week, the 8A team ventured out to Geelong 
College. A competitive first half where both teams defended well saw SKC edge ahead by three 
goals at the main break. Geelong came out firing after half time and St Kevin's lacklustre effort 
allowed Geelong to get back within 2 goals at the final change. St Kevin's then played an 
exceptionally attacking and determined final quarter ti run out convincing winners. Just as pleasing 
as the wijn was the post match comment by both the opposition coach and the unpire, 
commending the St Kevin's team for their sportsmanship. 

8B Blue C.Masson Moyle Xavier Red L 5-3-33 to 10-8-68

Goals: Noah Pearce 2, 
Ben Ball, Jack 
Luscombe-Gluyas, 
Josh Mercuri. Best: 
Hamish Quick, Thomas 
Zaspel, Nicholas 
Woolrich, Noah Pearce, 
Angus Clark, Joshua 
Mercuri

After a difficult game the week before, the 8B Blue side were looking to bounce back against arch 
rivals Xavier College on Saturday. The game began with Xavier jumping out of the blocks, piling on 
the first three goals of the game and catching the St Kevin's boys napping. After reflecting at 
quarter time, the boys fixed up their structures and played with more ferociousness, forcing a tight 
and contested game in the second and third quarters. At the final break, St Kevin's went all out 
attack looking to peg back a two goal lead, however, Xavier proved too classy piling on five last 
quarter goals to win comfortably. It was great to see a more even contest this week between both 
sides and the boys definitely learnt plenty from this game as they look to finish their season on a 
high with their final match this week.

8B Green A.Lewicki Haileybury L 1.0.6 to 16.16.112

Goals: Xavier Duke. 
Best: Aiden Leiner, 
Ronan Smythe, James 
Morelli, William 
Batchelor, Alex Smith

8B Green came up against an A side for the 5th time in 6 weeks over the weekend being 
challenged against a quick moving Haileybury side. The first quarter saw the boys start strongly 
with a classy running goal from Xavier Duke, however; the team wasn't able to capitalise going 
forward and Henry Jones was off early with a suspected wrist fracture (TBC) after spoiling the ball 
with courage. Haileybury steadied shortly after and the game was played in a similar vein for the 
remainder - quick ball movement, cutting through the centre and accurate field kicking. SKC will 
look forward to their final game this weekend and can hold their heads high after a string of tough 
weeks and never giving up. 

8C S.Williams Haileybury L 4-2-26 to 15-12-102

Goals: 2 goals for Zach 
Coyne and 1 each 
Joshua Bayley and 
Harry O'Farrell. Best: 
Zach Coyne, Joshua 
Bayley, William Barnes, 
Aiden Posterino, Jake 
Vreugdenburg and 
William Walker

8C's started well and on such a large ground there were some great signs of effective ball 
movement kicking to targets. The Haileybury pressure though was hard to contain and in the end it 
was a convincing win for Haileybury. Boys should be proud of their effort as they tried hard all day.

7A J.Bowlby J.Sloan Geelong College W 17-6-108 to 3-4-24

Best: Matthew Carroll, 
Patrick Moore, Billy 
Galemberti, Lachlan 
Teale, Paul Parakilis 

7B T.Krake Xavier Burke Hall W 16-14-110 to 4-3-27

Goals: J. Kerr 5, W. 
Young 3, B. Meadows 
3, J. McElhone 2, Z. 
Fisher 1, M. Healey 1, 
P. Savedra 1. Best 
Players: W. Young, J. 
Kerr, B. Meadows, S. 
Chapman, J. Hunt.

The SKC team clicked into gear to record its most
convincing win of the APS season against traditional adversaries Xavier
College. After a tight tussle in the first quarter, confidence
grew amongst the players in the final three quarters to put the result beyond
doubt. Most pleasing was each players' commitment to put team before self. 
A great team effort.

7C L.Oro S.Pollock Brighton GS L 1-0-6 to 16-14-110

Goal: R. Bleakley. Best: 
D. De Guara, K. 
O'Flynn, B. Evans, R. 
Bleakley

A tough day for the 7C's, coming against a strong Brighton B's team. Right from the start, it was 
evident that there was a skill disparity, but credit to SKC for keeping their heads up and fighting 
through the whole game. Captain Keely O'Flynn tackled ferociously, even when matched up 
against a player twice his height.

Hockey

Team Coach Opponent Result Score Best Players & Goal 
Scorers Comments

1sts T.Burns J.Bretherton Melbourne GS W 4-3

Best players: Hayden 
Briggs, Lachlan Mason, 
Fergus Arundel Goals: 
Lachlan mason (2), 
Saxon Bachii, Scott



2nds J.Ross Melbourne GS W 1-0

Goal : Ethan Rozanic 
Best Players : Alex 
Fritsch, Luke Shepherd 
and Henry Olive .

A very close game with both sides showing excellent skills . St Kevins’s had the greater share of 
the ball and were able to break through on the score board .

3rds C.Phelan O.Briggs Geelong College W 2-0

10A R.Corstorphin J.Mason Melbourne GS L 0-3
Best Players: Owen 
Heares, Daniel Pollock 
and Tom Wright

SKC worked hard all game with strong takling in defense and much improved ball movement when 
going forward. Unfortunetly they were beaten in the end by a stonger team. A good effort from all 
involved.

9A T.Mioni Bye Bye No Fixture

7/8A H.Stephenson WC Glen Waverley W 1-0

Goals: Daniel Adams, 
Best Players: Daniel 
Adams, WIll Sudano, 
Adam Gard

The 8A's were looking to bounce back from a tough loss last week, the journey was made out to 
Glen Waverly and a determination to win was evident as they dominated much of the first half and 
were deserving of 2 or 3 goals. Unfortunately the boys went into half time 0-0. Again the team 
came out fired up but this time with more of a purpose and the skills on display were much greater! 
Persistent pressure was there from all members of the team and the reward finally came with 10 
minutes to go, the game was seen out and we came away victors 1-0.

7/8B J.Torr W.Jirik T.Pollock Geelong College W 3-2

Goals: Josh Robinson, 
Ivan Ljubicic, Liam 
Gibson-Bourke
Best: Sam Jones, Liam 
Gibson-Bourke, Ivan 
Ljubicic

After an undisciplined and haphazard start, the 7/8Bs found themselves in a familiar position: a 
goal down early. Josh Robinson levelled the scores late in the first half, but play continued to 
favour Geelong and they took the lead again, despite Aidan Hawe's outstanding efforts in goal. 
With the minutes winding down, a 2-1 defeat was seeming inevitable until Ivan Ljubicic found his 
way through all manner of traffic to drill home a clutch equaliser. The boys were far from done, 
however, and an all-out assault in the final minute saw a short corner awarded to SKC. A second 
corner followed, and with literally seconds left on the clock, St Kevin's were awarded a penalty 
stroke. The whistle blew on full time as Liam Gibson-Bourke, having never taken a stroke before, 
stepped up to the spot. Silence descended over the ground, and was broken only by the sound of 
Liam's shot hammering into the backboard. SKC win 3-2.

7/8C R.Bell S.Smith H.Radbourne CGS W.Hill L 0 - 4
Rugby Union

Team Coach Opponent Result Score Best Players & Top 
Scorers Comments

1sts D.Crompton M.Senior J.Whitehead Xavier College W 123 to 7

Tries: Lachlan Dooley, 
Matt Philllips, Ben 
O'Leary (3), Zach 
Sheridan, Mosese 
Tuipulotu (2), Sam 
Lindeman (5), Joe 
Moore (3) Oscar Ryan 
(2), Dan Smart, 
Jackson Silvey

In the concluding match of the regular season, SKC went into the fixture with confidence having 
had a successful campaign to date, with the aim of finishing off minor premiers and completing a 
clean sweep. More importantly, the team aimed to execute well regardless of the scoreline and 
remain focused on developing their own structures. While Xavier proved physical at the 
breakdown, they were unable to defend against the constant pressure with the team able to vary 
the point of attack to expose and exploit holes. Excellent support lines were a highlight of the game 
with boys supporting their teammates well. With the score at 64 - 0 at the half, wholesale changes 
were made in a fashion not seen previously, with those boys coming off the bench fitting 
seamlessly into the team with pelasing continuity across the board. SKC were pleased to win well 
in front of the 1998 premiership team on the sidelines supporting them. This week will focus on 
preparations for the home semi final against Brighton Grammar.

2nds V.Toohey N.Mitchener Xavier College W 22 to 10

Tries: Abraham Boston, 
Alex Macdonald, Aaron 
Nguyen & Reilly Harrick 
Conversions: Nick 
Zagon

The 2nd XV secured the minor Premiership on Saturday after beating a resolute XC and finishing 
top of the Ladder in our competition. This sets up the team nicely for the Home Semi-Final this 
week. After a massive break since our last game on the 16th June, the 2nds put together a 
cracking first half of Rugby, dominating all facets of play and scoring 3 out of our 4 excellent tries. 
The second half was much more dour affair and our hands let us down on several occasions but 
we can tweak that rustiness this week which is expected due to our long lay off. Some of our game 
highlights were Abe Boston's slick service; Jackson Silvey's control over the flow of the game with 
excellent tactical kicking; Aaron Nguyen's fine try after brilliant team play and Charlie Dawe and 
Brian Brady's thumping tackles. In the Forwards, Lucca Spence dominated the Lineout all game;
Leo Grossi, Reilly Harrick and Alex Macdonald had a field day carving up XC with block busting 
runs. Congratulations to all the squad on gettting the team into the Semi-Final. The hard work of 
over 22 players put us in this position. 

10 Blue B.Windle P.O'Leary Scotch College W 38-28

Tries: Conroy [2], 
Nilsen, Kerr, Crawshaw 
and Whelan. 
Conversions: Mahon 
[4].

Bolstered by a smattering of South African exchange students Saturday saw somewhat of return to 
the Scotch sides of old as the Year 10 XV took part in a high-scoring affair. Both teams were intent 
on attacking and this was reflected on the scoreboard with Scotch even drawing level mid-way into 
the second half. However, Year 10 managed to harvest the lion’s share of possession in the final 
third of the game and this would prove vital as the margin went to a two score difference and would 
eventually see a final margin of 38 to 28.



10 Green S.Monaghan J.Burrill Xavier College L 78-5 Try: Seamus Skeehan

A dissapointing result for the men from St Kevin's. The game began with the home team electing 
not to match numbers at 14 a side. Instead the match began 15 on 14. The home side took 
advantage of this and established an early lead which never looked in danger. SKC went down to 
13 within 10 minutes as Flynn McCallum was removed from the field with suspected concusion. 
Again, the home team did not elect to match or reduce thier numbers. This numerical advantage 
was clear as the SKC boys were spread around the pitch. The efforts of the team could not be 
denied as Seamus Skeehan got over the line. The team also muscled up well in defence and thier 
effort could not be questioned. 

Year 9 B.Power P.Rawson Bye Bye No Fixture

Year 8 C.Pain O.Mahoney Scotch College W 48 to 19

Oscar Jackson (2 
tries0, Will Tanner (2 
tries), Jasper Burley, 
Lachlan De Garis and 
luke Lourey 1 try each

The final game of the season was a stern test for the extended squad, with several players injured 
or away it was great to see others step up and demonstrate the strength in depth of this year 
group. The Scotch side were aggressive in attack and defence and caused SKC many problems, 
particularly in the second half when SKC's structures disappeared somewhat. Will Tanner 
demonstrated his strength in breaking through with a couple of individual tries, whilst Oscar 
Jackson showed how dangerous a finisher he could be given a little space and an early pass. 
Jason Abeywickrema again impressed, recovering from illness to put in a huge shift in the engine 
room.  The final result was perhaps a little flattering to SKC, although deserved and the season 
ended with the team once again undefeated. Well done and congratulations to all the boys and 
thanks to all the parents for their support throughout the season.

7 Blue C.Buys A.George Scotch College W 56-22

7 Green T.Duggan G.Thornton St Patrick's College W 62-7

Oscar White x2, 
Jackson Jury x2, Lachie 
Manning x2, Felix 
Turinui, Connor 
Doherty, Pierre Davis, 
Charlie Fogarty

A large travelling St Patrick's Ballerat side arrived at Heyington for the season finale for the Green 
team. The boys saved their best performance for the bumper crowd, and the onlooking senior boys 
to cheer for. The defensive pressure ensured SP didn't step foot in our own half. continuous 
pressure saw a one sided result, some sloppy handling kept the score to a minimum. An excellent 
all round performance and an enjoyable way to end the season. 

Soccer

Team Coach Opponent Result Score Best Players & Goal 
Scorers Comments

1sts J.Kennedy J.Blee D.McKessy Caulfield Grammar W 2 to 1

Best Players: Edward 
Hanrahan, Lucas Allori, 
Stefan Castello Goals: 
Edward Hanrahan & 
Stefan Castello

The 1sts travelled to Wheelers Hill to play Caulfield in what was to be a match to remember. After 
a scoreless first half, Caulfield were the first to capitalise, taking the lead from a counter-attack 
early on in the second half. One nill down, we continued to press strongly. This proved successful 
as we levelled the score through an Ed Hanrahan left foot volley. The game was full of excitement 
and became an even greater challenge when we were reduced to ten men while much of the 
second half still remained. Nonetheless, the boys lifted and were determined not to concede. It 
was towards the end of the match when Stefan Castello converted from a brilliant cross by Marc 
Jencik, securing the come-from-behind victory for SKC.

2nds J.Keenan Caulfield Grammar W 3 - 0

Best Players: Nick 
Nodin & Tom Gleeson
Goals, Varsamis, Sinni, 
Renehan

After a below par performance in the previous fixure, St Kevin's Seconds came back with with a 
scintillating performance that left many of the travelling fans in delight. As is often the case this 
season, Nodin, Renehan, Gleeson and Palamara exchanged a succession of quick passes that 
resulted in a plethora of opportunities. Andrew Coulter scored what looked to be a contender for 
goal of the season, but an observant official raised his flag and the referee cancelled the goal as 
offside. Varsamis opened the scoring with a deft touch, quickly followed by a powerful and 
deliberate header from Oscar Sinni, as a consequence of his reliable and intelligent positional play. 
Henry Renehan scored a deserved final goal to draw this contest to an appropriate conclusion. A 
mention should be made of Christian Zubcic. He was left with little to do throughout this game, but 
was still required to make two explosive saves at critical points in the match. A superb keeper and 
competitor, always aware and focussed ,as you would expect from an elite performer. 

3rds D.de Carlos Pulido Xavier College W 2 to 1

Best Players: Justin 
Day, Kirolus Labid  & 
Massimo Acquaro 
Goals: Massimo 
Acquaro, Kirolus Labib

The 3rds played their last home match of the season at Tooronga on Saturday morning. For most 
of the players of the team, it was their last home match wearing the SKC colours. The team gave 
their best performance of the season against a fierce Xavier opposition. Xavier’s first goal came 
after just 25 seconds. Despite the lead, it seemed that Xavier were not entirely comfortable, 
showing surprising imprecision after their goal. SKC recovered their composure after a few 
minutes and from then on, showed their superiority in the defensive and offensive facets of the 
game. SKC fought every divided ball and found solutions to overcome the pressure in the midfield 
and to abort any possible counterattack when Xavier recovered the ball. Two fast paced transitions 
resulted in two splendid goals, both superbly struck, which allowed the 3rds side to seal the hard 
fought victory. The players’ efforts, their discipline and sense of solidarity have been the 
trademarks of this SKC side during the season. 

4ths B.Carter Geelong GS W 5 to 2

Best Players: Lucien 
Gentil, Christian Dinh-
Vu. Goals: Brendan 
Ellich (4), Josh Lopez

After a long trip to Geelong for a cold, wet morning game, and with only 10 players turning up, our 
spirits were low as we kicked-off in our second last game for 2018 - a mood not helped with an 
early goal conceded to our opponent. But our boys fought back, and a remarkable goal from Josh 
Lopez seemed to lift the team as they found their rhythm and began to dominate the play. With an 
injury in the second half, we were reduced to just 9 players on the pitch, but even that didn't stop 
the 4ths from setting a cracking pace and recording a convincing win. 



5ths B.Cosgriff GGS Gold W 7 to 3

Best Players :- Jordan 
Weatherall, Gabriel 
Micallef, Declan 
Spreadborough, Henry 
Bennett, Andy 
Duong.  Goals :- Declan 
Spreadborough 3, 
Jordan Weatherall, 
Andy Duong, George 
Deng, Alex Hughes

Fronting up to this game was always going to be interesting as we had played the same 
GGSTeam  twice this season, but we also  knew there was another similarly graded GGS team. As 
it turned out it was the same team and we had a point to prove having won the first game and 
losing the second in somewhat dubious circumstances. They are a very physical team 
(and  unfortunately sometimes act outside the boundaries of fair play) but the boys were up for the 
challenge ahead and they held a steely resolve to match them in every facet of the game, yet still 
maintaining a measured and sporting like approach. The first half was a tight affair with goals hard 
to come by. We drew first blood and the team maintained the pressure at every contest. An 
equalizer came midway through the term but great team play saw us go to the break 2 to 1 up. The 
boys upped the ante in the second half and two quick goals saw the opposition's players lower 
their heads. We managed 5 second-half goals to the opposition's 2 and ended up running out 
comfortable winners. Special mention should go to Declan Spreadborough who scored a well-
deserved hat-trick.  Well done boys. This was a sweet, sweet victory. 

6ths Blue A.Bylsma Geelong GS W 5 to 1

Best players: Matthew 
Wang, Joseph 
Yugumbari, Jack 
Gleeson, Patrick 
Gornall. Goals: 
Yugumbari 2, Gleeson 
3.

A penalty shot beautifully shot into goal by Yugumbari within the first few minutes of play set the 
scene for a great game. Geelong Grammar came to Tooronga determined to win and held their 
defense quite well with great goal keeping. Despite this, SKC Blue managed to penetrate their 
defense with wonderful open and accurate play using the wings and setting themselves up to hold 
possession. Tactical defense from Ferguson, Zhang, Shewring and Hayes shut down countless 
attacks and accurate passing across centre field by Wilson, Wang, Young and Gleeson ensured 
that victory was going to be ours. Gleeson's trifecta of goals was a game highlight. 

6ths Green V.Farrell Melbourne GS W 6 to 0

Best Players: James 
Farrar, Francis Ng, 
William Thomas and 
Thomas Woods. Goals: 
Thomas Woods 4, 
Reggie Michelson 1, 
Callum Saunders 1.

Despite the final results, Melbourne Grammar were a tough team to beat, highly skilled on the pitch 
and never letting up on the pressure. What they hadn’t anticipated was our hardworking and highly 
skilled keeper, James Farrar, who caught every try throughout the game. We have developed 
throughout the season as a cohesive team with a great defense comprising James Lew, Edmond 
La and Hayden Tran. Pushing up against the opposition, William Thomas and Francis Ng, assisted 
by Callum Saunders this week, passed shots from the right corner for Thomas Woods to deliver 
over and over again. A big thank you to Reggie Michelson and Declan Spreadborough who were 
both still “hungry for goals” after their game with the 5ths jand oined us for the first half. Another 
great game, boys!

10A F.McGuigan Caulfield Grammar W 4 to 2

Best Players: Marcus 
Fernandez, Leon 
Wilson
Goals: Ethan Glover, 
James McConnon, Matt 
Chan, Caufield 
Grammar (own goal).

The 10A squad came up against a strong outfit, Caulfield Grammar, on Saturday. A solid defensive 
line up of Leon Wilson and Daniel Doyle, were sturdy at the back, not allowing any easy balls 
through. Behind them was an unbeatable Marcus Fernandez who provided reassurance, making a 
lot of important saves to deny Caulfield. Three strikes from Ethan Glover, James McConnon and 
Matt Chan all found the back of the net along with further assistance from an own goal, St Kevin's 
was able to finish the game strongly with a 4-2 victory.

10B D.Tinsey Melbourne GS W 3-1

Best: Harry Warrington, 
Freddy Bulbeck, 
Nathan Pahljina                                         
Goals: Freddy Bulbeck 
(2), Brendan Dempsey 
(1) 

Mr Tinsey’s 10B Invincibles put on a clinical display against a stubborn and physical Melbourne 
Grammar side. With SKC conceding an early goal due to a defensive mishap in the first few 
minutes, the boys took control of the midfield and began playing to their strengths down the wings, 
with Brendan Dempsey and Matthew Kim running amok. The true nature of this team came to light 
in this game, with sublime vision, exquisite passing, and crunching tackles throughout, ensuring 
SKC would remain undefeated thus far with one round to go. Special mention goes to Harry 
Warrington whose defensive efforts were the best seen throughout the year so far. This team has 
truly grown into a special unit, and will look to cap off a memorable season with a win against 
Haileybury College next week.                                                                                                                                                                        

10C J.Waller Brighton GS D 2 - 2

Best: William Malligan, 
Rex Michelson, 
Lawrence Downie 
Goals, Max Tribe 1, 
William Malligan 1

As expected, Brighton were hard at the ball from the first whistle but it didnt take long for the 10C's 
to step up and neutralise the aggressive tackling. They quickly found their familiar groove and, like 
a well oiled machine, moved the ball around and found space. As Brighton seemed to have little 
system to their play, the boys dominated the first half and went to the break 2-1 up. Unfortunately 
we couldn't capitalise on the momentum we had gained and, as we increasingly lost our way up 
forward, a rejuvenated Brighton increasingly pressed forward. Despite a superb effort from our 
defence, BGS scored a second goal in the dying minutes to draw the game.

10D Blue R.Sipthorp Haileybury 3 -3 

Best Players: Vinh Luc, 
Joseph Renehan, 
Charles Boyle-Bryant. 
Goals: John Loftus, 
Joseph Renehan and 
Patrick Rosengren

For the second week in a row, the boys took the trek to Haileybury. After a big loss last week, a 
win didn't look promising, but the boys regrouped and fought hard to hold their own.  Very unlucky 
not to win, they commanded most of the play in the second half with Vinh Luc fantastic in goals 
warding off attacks from the opposition. More calling and passing were evident this week and the 
boys really put in a concerted effort for a draw. With slightly longer time to play, a win may have 
been the outcome. Well done!

10D Green S.Jencik Geelong College W 2-1

Goals: Nick Kanakis, 
Thomas Swift. Best 
Players: Thomas Swift, 
Christian Catalfamo, 
William Vasta 

A rematch for the 10D Greens against last week's opposition, the boys knew what their opponents 
were capable of and how to get a result. While the boys kept Geelong out for long periods, 
Geelong took the lead through a well directed cross to the back post putting the boys on the back 
foot. Thomas Swift and Nick Kanakis provided excellent forward pressure hoping to pounce on 
opposition mistakes which they were given and Nick Kanakis equalised the game with an 
unbelievable chip over the goalkeeper to send the boys into half time at 1-1. The boys came out 
firing in the second half dominating defensively and causing problems offensively and their hard 
work paid off with Thomas Swift sealing the result early in the second half.



9A L.Spada Bye Bye No Fixture
9B F.Astudillo Bye Bye No Fixture
9C R.Kerr Bye Bye No Fixture
9D P.Roberts Bye Bye No Fixture

8A S.Odachowski Melbourne GS W 3-0

Goals: Richard Lo 
Bianco, Noah 
Stojkovski, Tyler 
Holroyd                    
Best Players: 3 - Henry 
O'Dwyer, 2 - Luca 
Nichols, 1 - Noah 
Stojkovski

The 8A's opened the game with wonderful intensity and looked destined to score several goals. 
The boys opened the first 10 minutes with complete dominance, winning every contest in the 
centre of the pitch. Despite the dominance and control through the midfield led by Henry O'Dwyer, 
the boys failed to capitalise on the opportunities that presented. Luca Nichols was dictacting play 
from the back and Noah Stojkovski was threatening out wide. Finally the deadlock was broken 
when Captain Richard Lo Bianco cooly slotted a chance that presented to him. Noah Stojkovski 
made it 2-0 after his hard running was rewarded. The second half was very much a tale of the 
same script; however, the boys did push forward with more urgency. More crosses forward 
presented Tyler Holroyd with an opportunity just outside the box, and he put it away with 
confidence, making it 3-0. More chances were created, but not taken, and the team took this 
onboard post game. The 8A's were by far the better team on the day and a more ruthless finishing 
exhibition up front will be the focus point for their final game next week. 

8B Blue P.Koutsakis Haileybury W 7-0

Goals: Dante Marangos 
(1), Andrew Djirkalli (1), 
Thomas Shewring (1), 
Nodin Massimo (1), 
Sebastian Rinaldi (2), 
Alexander Madden (1) 
Best: Dante Marangos, 
Sebastian Rinaldi, 
Thomas Shewring 

The boys played an outsanding game today. From the beginning of the game the team played a 
high intensity game, making it hard for the Haileybury side to play. Some great goals overall, but 
the highlights were Andrew Djirkalli's free kick and Dante Marangos' top corner shot. Excellent 
keeping from Max Bell and a solid defence enabled St.Kevin's to attain a clean sheet. 

8B Green J.Pollard Melbourne GS W 5 - 0

Goals: Xavier Kimura 2, 
Steven Karagianis, Ben 
Chiam, Oliver Lunn. 
Best Players: Ben 
Chiam, Aden Tran, 
Peter Mulqueeny

In a weekend of injured and sick players I thank all those who chipped in and played for 
teams other than their usual, and some who played two games. Marcus Sticca, Pat 
Fennessy, Enash Manakkil, Xavier Kimura, Oliver Lunn and Massimo Nodin you are most 
appreciated. The 8B Greens played a hard fought first half but were able to lead one-nil at half 
time partially due to the cool head of Giancarlo in goal. The second half was a different affair as 
the boys dominated and put on four goals to nil. The team work has continued to improve with 
quick passing a feature, but always with the intent to score. Great work from Ben who set up the 
strikers and sprinted back to help the defence time after time.

8C Blue L.Smith Haileybury W 5-2

Goals:  Sebastian 
Nagora, Xavier 
Antenello, Marcus 
Sticca   Best players:  
Adrian Cidoni, Marcus 
Sticca

A beautiful, albeit early, morning for the 8C Blue team this morning, with perfect conditions for an 
early morning game of soccer against Haileybury.  The boys were in fine form from the opening 
whistle, revealing excellent communication and well thought out game play.  Adrian Cidoni was 
fabulous in defending the goals - literally throwing himslef at numerous kicks towards goal to 
defend the ball entering the net, saving numerous attempts at scoring by Haileybury. A big thank 
you to Marcus Sticca who stepped in at the last minute so that we could have a full team. He 
revealed excellent footwork and overall technique, adding extra flair to the game. The boys worked 
together in order to set up attempts to score, with Sebastian, Xavier and Marcus all getting the ball 
home. It was pleasing to see the whole team really work together, whilst playing with determination 
and sportsmanship, ending with compliments from the opposing team's coach.  

8C Green J.Zhang B.Hart Brighton GS W 5-1

Best players:
Joshua Hudson – 3
Remy Rogers – 2
Patrick Fennessy – 1
Goals:
Patrick Fennessy – 2
Joshua Hudson – 3

Although our team had two injuries and one away, the 8C Green team had an excellent win 
against Brighton Grammar and finished the game with a 5-1 victory. As our goalkeeper was 
injured, Dullain Rajakulendran, Joshua Hudson and Remy Rogers played the important role of the 
goalkeeper for our team. Josh, who is not only an outstanding striker, scoring 3 goals in the game, 
also played as an excellent goalkeeper. Remy Rogers was fabulous in saving numerous 
dangerous attempts from Brighton. Big special thanks to Patrick Fennessy and Enash Manakkil 
from 8B Green who came to Brighton to play for our team. 

7A P.Karakoussis XC Burke Hall L 0-1 Best: Esposito, Minutoli, 
Batagello.

A frustrating game for the 7A Soccer Team. Although we were very competitive and were 
dominant for majority of the game, a free kick outside the box allowed Xavier to have a great shot 
on target. Even with nine shots on target in a row from our boys, we were unlucky and weren't able 
to find the back of the net this week. 

7B Blue D.Jamriska Scotch College L 2 to 4

Goals: Enzo Anderson 
(2) Best Players: James 
Skliris, Max Stopajnik, 
Oliver Valmorbida

It was an early start to Saturday morning this week for the boys and they began the game as if half 
asleep, conceeding 2 goals in quick succession. However, the response after this was excellent 
from the boys. Enzo Anderson chased down a wayward ball from the opposing keeper to open his 
account, followed up by a powerful header to level the scores going into half time. In the second 
half, the boys kept searching for the lead and pushing their opposition. The final score was 4-2. 
Scotch were a little bit too classy on the day.



7B Green T.Dimitroulis Geelong GS W 7-1

Best: Nick Scacco, 
William Southey, Oliver 
Ackland Goals: Nick 
Scacco 4, Aidan 
Sutherland, Jacob 
McGirr, Ben Palmer

Too classy again from the 7Bs, who played around a patchy GGS side. Although the scoreboard 
doesn’t reflect it, we were tested at times, especially in the midfield. To the boys credit though, they 
came out firing after a slow spell and ran right over the top of Geelong, dominating the second 
period to score 3 late goals and still remain undefeated. The boys need to remain focused for the 
last game in order finish the season in style.

7C H.Gastin Haileybury L 1 to 6

Best: Will Chapman, 
Jake Marshall and Leo 
Mcdougall     Goals: 
Leo Mcdougall 

A tough week for the 7Cs as they came up against a strong Haileybury team. The boys played well 
but were unable to finish in front of goal, whereas Haileybury capitalised on their chances, scoring 
6 goals. Despite constant pressure from the opposition, the boys were able to make fast breaks on 
the counter-attack and looked dangerous in front of goal. The boys were unlucky to not score more 
than one goal with numerous opportunities wasted. The final result is an unfair reflection on the 
game as both teams were in fact fairly even.

7D C.Parker HY Magenta L 0-7

Best players: Michael 
Robinson, Lachlan 
Gibby, Ethan Hunt

The 7D team were faced with a really strong opposing team and in the first half it was very hard to 
move into their half of the pitch. In the later part of the game Micheal Robinson was oustanding in 
the backline tring to stop the goals. 

Table Tennis

Team Coach Opponent Result Score Best Players Comments

SKC Blue A.Doran G.White L.Luo SC BL W 8 to 7

SKC Green A.Doran G.White L.Luo SKC Gold L 6 to 9 Tunan Shi, Sebastian 
El-Khoury

It was a good game between Gold and Green team. Unfortunately, Green team only had 4 players. 
Well done to Tunan won his both single matches. 

SKC Gold A.Doran G.White L.Luo SKC Green W 9 to 6 Michael Parsons, 
Roman Stelmach

Concentration and persistence saw SKC Gold take out a good win against Green team . Well done 
to Michael won his single by 5 games.


